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  Restarting the Future: How to fix the Intangible Economy, Jonathan Haskel & Stian Westlake (2022) 
 

 Good governance helps an economy flourish. Prob-
lems that the economies of rich countries face today are stag-
nation, inequality, dysfunctional competition, fragility, and in-
authenticity. Stagnation: Productivity growth has been dis-
mally slow for over a decade. Inequality in terms of wealth or 
income, or inequality of esteem: a perceived divide between 
high-status elites and low-status people left behind. Dysfunc-
tional Competition: fewer new businesses are set up, and peo-
ple are less likely to change employers or move to find work. 
Fragility: the damage caused by the pandemic is linked to the 
complexity and sophistication of the economy. Our large, 
dense cities, complex international supply chains, and the un-
precedented interconnectedness of our global economy al-
lowed the Covid virus to leap from country to country and in-
creased the cost of the lockdowns needed to control it. The 
gap between knowing and doing is wide, and most countries 
seem unable to bridge it. On interest rates, so-called policy 
space for central banks seems severely limited. Workers and 
businesses lack the grit and authenticity they should and once 
had. 

Sound institutions must solve 4 problems: ensure suf-
ficient commitment, solve collective action problems, provide 
information, and restrict wasteful influence activities. Public 
institutions that fund intangibles businesses are reluctant to 
fund basic scientific research or vocational training that be-
come more central to economic policy. Wasteful influence ac-
tivities increase; there are more lawsuits around intellectual 
property. The consequences of a more intangible economy 
such as rising inequality or the political consequences of the 
growing gap between liberal elites and the left-behind masses- 
serve to weaken the institutions on which an intangible econ-
omy relies. As intangibles become more important, the institu-
tions on which our economy depends begin to look like legacy 
software systems, a situation that software developers call 
technical debt. Over time their costs increase, and eventually 
the system fails. The growing importance of in tangibles has 
created a bigger and more pervasive version of technical debt 
that we call institutional debt. 

Most are familiar with stories of researchers incentiv-
ized to produce papers nobody reads and young people earn-
ing degrees that employers do not value. Intangibles value is 
more variable and heterogeneous, e.g. Finance and Monetary 
Policy. Equally severe challenges exist not only in financial 
markets and banking systems that provide finance to private-
sector businesses but also in the monetary policy regimes that 
underpin them. Most external finance for businesses takes the 
form of debt. But intangible-intensive businesses are not well 
suited to debt finance. 

Traditionally, intangible-intensive businesses clus-
tered in dense, thriving cities, from Silicon Valley to Shenzhen 
to Soho. The growth in the gap between leaders and laggards 
mostly results from the growing importance of intangibles and 
it should be addressed not by arbitrary corporate breakups but 
by ensuring that barriers to market entry are low. Competition 
among individuals results in greater investment in gratuitous 
signalling of qualifications such as unnecessary graduate de-
grees and superfluous professional licensing. Discouraging  
 

 
this type of zero-sum competition ought to become a political 
priority. Patent examiners, court administrators, and research 
funding officers are especially important for building a thriv-
ing intangible economy. Our institutions are inadequate be-
cause the status quo suits many, and change is politically 
and socially costly. It requires deals to make new institutions 
work. But institutional renewal has happened before and can 
happen again. 

Increased inequality of status between liberal, edu-
cated, urban elites and so-called left-behind inhabitants of less 
favored places, is about something other than money. It in-
volves differences in openness, education, rootedness, and re-
spect. The gap between the most successful businesses and the 
rest is growing. Fewer new businesses are being set up, with a 
significant reduction in high-growth entrepreneurship. Con-
trary to popular myths about job-hopping millennials, younger 
workers change employers much less frequently than previous 
generations did. They are also less likely to move from one 
city to another for work. Symptoms show an emerging "com-
placent class" that is "working harder than ever to postpone 
change." Although working hours for US males are falling on 
average, they are rising for top and bottom earners. 

The damage caused by the pandemic is linked to the 
complexity and sophistication of the economy. The global 
economy allowed the virus to leap from country to country. 
Today 's rich economies are unusually vulnerable to disruption 
and unable to take steps to prevent the problem. Humans 
cleave to narratives, which tend to be archetypal. The first 
popular explanation holds that we are living in an era some-
how deficient compared with the past. Productivity growth has 
been much lower since the financial crisis. The fall in produc-
tivity growth after 2000 is largely explained by the decrease in 
human capital's contribution to growth. Today's lower growth 
rate is the result of choices that we wish to make in a rich soci-
ety, from having fewer children to moving around less for 
work. 

We can account for growth in output per capita by 
growth in inputs per capita. For the years 2000-2016, there is a 
large fall in the contribution of human capital per capita. The 
US productivity slowdown means that we have run out of 
years of education. The current state of intangible investment 
is at a higher level than ever but growing less than the past. 
Brand is both relational and expressive--relational in that it is 
a promise and a reminder of the past. It’s value conveys an 
emotional message about the product. We find intangible in-
vestment in all sectors of the economy. Think about how in-
tangible-intensive economies differ from less intangible-inten-
sive economies. Think of an economy where what people do is 
more heavily and intimately connected in economic relation-
ships; where activities of all sorts, from factory production to 
supermarket shopping, are more information rich ; and where 
economic activity is more freighted with meaning, association, 
and emotional significance. 

Rising financial "frictions" are affecting intangible 
investment. Intangible investment is highly affected by in-
creased uncertainty because it is "sunk." (Sunk investment you 
cannot get back: Microsoft wrote off $5 billion when its Windows 
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Mobile program, which powered Nokia mobile phones, was 
retired.) There was a strong decline after 2000 in lagging 
firms' ability to overtake leading firms, strongly correlated 
with leading firms ' investment in intangibles, particularly of 
software written in-house. A marginal dollar spent on R&D or 
product design is more valuable to an intangibles-rich firm 
such as Facebook than to a laggard. In addition, large firms 
benefit from the spillovers of intangible assets, the kill zone 
around big tech firms--a periphery in which competitors are 
routinely crushed. 

Intangible capital is scalable, it exhibits spillovers 
and synergies, and often represents sunk cost. These combine 
to produce 3 noteworthy features in the economy at large: the 
gap between the best and the rest, the benefits of clustering, 
and the rise of contestedness. The COYID-19 pandemic made 
physical proximity dangerous at a time when our economies 
rely on it more than ever. Because intangibles have spillovers, 
it is difficult to prove who owns them--unlike tangible assets. 
Accordingly, we see more high-stakes arguments, rivalry, and 
litigation around what belongs to whom. Such disputes are be-
coming ubiquitous. Can libraries lend e-books? Can farmers 
repair their own tractors? Contestation gives rise to profes-
sions whose role is to smooth the transfer, combination, and 
separation of intangibles. An increase in the economic returns 
to political and social power are problematic--intangible in-
vestment is more likely to be zero-sum. The result is stronger 
agglomeration effects, making thriving cities more productive 
than left-behind towns or the countryside. The ownership of 
intangible assets is often unclear and therefore contested. They 
are worth less in the event of business failure, posing a chal-
lenge for lenders and for businesses looking for credit. 

At a time when radical new technologies are being 
developed, we would expect a slowdown in intangibles to 
have an even more dramatic negative effect on productivity 
growth. A significant fraction of the fall in US TFP (Total fac-
tor productivity) from 2000--2016 is explained by lower busi-
ness dynamism (productive small businesses grow and replace 
incumbents less quickly) and by the long-term shift from man-
ufacturing (where TFP growth has historically been high) to 
services (where TFP growth has historically been lower). 
Fewer new businesses are starting up and fewer small busi-
nesses are growing large. Rising returns in the US are an illu-
sion caused by the failure to measure intangibles properly. 
In the US, parenting, access to education, and the " fetishiza-
tion" of credentials are becoming key passports to good jobs 
and economic success. Positional/zero-sum investment in in-
tangibles in the form of education (e.g., university degrees), 
the use of intangibles such as software monitoring to sort 
workers, and the value of social capital (e .g. connections) 
in "contesting" jobs all forge the meritocracy trap. In sum, it 
can account for trends in profits and concentration. Intangible 
investment allows professional services employers to replace 
egalitarian work cultures (where pay is often based on senior-
ity) with sharply incentivised ones, where workers "eat what 
they kill." Rich countries that have been able to maintain large 
manufacturing sectors--Germany and Japan are prime exam-
ples--find that their competitive advantage relies mostly on in-
tangible assets. 

The unusual properties of intangible assets require 
specific institutional arrangements which do not yet exist. In-
stitutional renewal and innovation are necessary to end the 
slowdown of intangible investment and restore economic 
growth. Commitment is a particular problem for governments 
or any authority—a key problem requiring an institutional so-
lution. Political institutions must navigate between needing a 
strong state to enforce contracts and provide collective goods 
and needing a strong society in case the state gets too strong. 
For governments which cannot commit, institutions that solve 
collective action problems and minimize influence/haggling 
costs are key. Property rights help with collective action if 
they help institute markets, collective decision-making, collec- 
tive-action problems and dispersed information. A voting - 
system aggregates voters' wishes. Contract enforcement helps 
with commitment and haggling costs if access to binding arbi-
tration or justice in the event of disagreement is quick, low-
cost, and fair. Trust (reciprocity/reputation) as a cross-cutting 
social institution for improving exchange. Two good examples 
are family firms and trade between like members of an eth-
nic/religious group. With the exception of trust, institutions do 
not cover parts of the exchange process.  

Private property rights improve incentives for hunters 
to husband animals or firms to invest in intellectual property. 
But they are no guarantee of low haggling costs. Private prop-
erty is a good institution for information purposes (trade in 
land parcels will reveal values via prices), but poor for collec-
tive-action purposes. The move to an intangible 
economy is an example of a change in the underlying condi-
tions of exchange that requires new institutions. 

Lighthouses have a special place in an economist's 
heart. Lighthouses provided a vital service of warning sailors 
of the presence of rocks. This service is valuable but nonex-
cludable in that anyone could use it, whether they contributed 
to the cost of running the lighthouse or not. The lighthouse 
provides a public good and tends to be provided by govern-
ments, funded by taxation. The supply of light is a supply of 
information to mariners. In the early 1800s, lighthouses were 
lit with candles or oil lamps using mirrors that typically ab-
sorbed about half the light they reflected, and their range was 
limited to around 5-8 miles. In 1819 Augustin Fresnel in-
vented a series of prisms that concentrated the light rays into a 
single beam, which increased the range to 30 miles. A light-
house must distinguish between harbor lights, for which ex-
cludability is not a problem, and landfall/seacoast lights, for 
which excludability is a massive problem. Local pilots pro-
moted lighthouse building to help them navigate. Thus, private 
lighthouses could fund themselves from local charges. When 
the Fresnel lens was invented, seacoast lights became more ef-
fective. It was only with the new technology that excludability 
became a dimension of exchange and needed a new institu-
tion. And, indeed, seacoast lighthouses then had to be publicly 
funded out of general tax revenues. The institution appropriate 
to the old technology regime, local funding, was not appropri-
ate to the new one. 
 Properties of institutions are important to this discus-
sion and to particular economic circumstances. They are sub-
ject to inertia--they tend to persist even after circumstances 
have changed; and to politics---coalitions with a vested inter-
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est in preserving old institutions. Property rights and the abil-
ity to enforce them increase investment. New technologies of-
ten have their own institutional requirements. For example, the 
deployment of radio relied on institutions to regulate spectrum 
and content; the rise of the motorcar depended on institutions 
that governed everything from road safety to fuel supply to 
land use. Keyboard layouts: QWERTY persist because users 
learn to type using it and consumers expect it. Institutions are 
the product of evolution, not design . Individual policies or 
rules may be designed, but as soon as you combine rules, 
laws, and norms into a functioning institution, they take on 
emergent properties that are hard to predict. 

The modem venture capital industry is about provid-
ing risk capital to young firms. What became the norm for 
venture capital in Silicon Valley took time to develop: forming 
partnerships, in which limited partners provided the capital; 
performing very detailed due diligence; taking minority equity 
stakes and board seats; banking on "home runs"; and provid-
ing incentives to partners. The precursors to modem venture 
capital funds had not yet mastered the art of cutting bad in-
vestments loose. It took more than a decade of experimenta-
tion for the modern model to be devised and adopted. 

The specific decision by the Patent Office to approve 
the Wrights ' unusually broad patent effectively created a dif-
ferent set of institutions within the aviation industry for over a 
decade, requiring the extreme raison d’état of a world war to 
motivate government to intervene and change it. Institutions 
are complex, and their effects are not usually obvious to those 
designing them. Bad institutions can also persist because of 
vested interests. Changing an institution or preserving a failing 
one requires political action, which has costs, both financial 
and social. Cliques and cabals are better at conspiring and 
combining than big, diffuse groups.  

Lagging institutions were a key part of China's de-
cline. China was the richest nation in the world in 1000 CE—
richer than the leading European nations until the 18th cen-
tury. The institutions that helped promote equitable and sus-
tained growth in yesterday's technological landscape may not 
work well today. We would expect profit-maximising busi-
nesses to invest less in intangibles if their benefits spill over to 
others. An important role of institutions is to mitigate this ef-
fect through patents or copyrights, or direct public subsidy. 
Academic research depends not only on public subsidy but 
also on a complex set of norms, rules, and nonmonetary incen-
tives ranging from peer review and citation practices to Nobel 
Prizes. Synergies place demands on information in the econ-
omy. ln general, the act of matching or combining requires 
a platform for them to be combined and a mechanism for at-
tracting potential partner intangibles to that platform. If the 
combination of intangible assets is important, so potentially 
are influence and haggling costs.  

Most external business finance takes the form of 
debt. A move to a world in which more firms have intangible 
assets will require institutional innovation in business finance. 
The scalability of intangible investments turns the economy 
into more of a winner-takes-all structure, which boosts the in-
centive to lobby and expend effort on influence activities to 
create regulatory regimes that favor the winner. A nonfunc-
tioning planning system that restricts cities and lowers syner-
gies and spillovers, is costly to an intangible economy. 

Flows of intangible capital increased steadily for dec-
ades, to around 12-15% of GDP per year. Current institutions 
may work well enough to support intangible investment in 
subsectors of the economy but not a wider transition. A small 
but important set of equity finance institutions has arisen, in 
the form of the venture capital sector, to finance sectors of the 
economy where intangible investment is unusually important, 
mostly software and biotech. But as intangibles become more 
important, the costs of patent thickets increase and incentives 
increase for rights holders to lobby governments to change the 
rules in rent-seeking ways. 

If you've attended a publicly financed school or uni-
versity; if you've used any of the countless technologies, from 
mobile phones to steroids, which owe their invention to pub-
licly funded research, then you have interacted with govern-
ment in its guise as the Spillover Police. (Two examples are 
the US Armories' development of manufacturing systems 
based on interchangeable parts in the 19th century and the de-
velopment of semiconductors for use in ballistic missiles.) The 
iPhone and all its component parts had their origins in signifi-
cant amounts of government investment. The wheelie suitcase 
is a story about the very specific combinations we can make of 
intangibles. Intangible capital is more heterogeneous than tan-
gible. Solving the spillover problem through public subsidy 
addresses the quantity problem of intangible investment. The 
other problem is one of quality. An intangible project needs 
combinations/synergies. Once a government backs a project, it 
continues to support it for political reason seven if it is failing, 
Policy makers have traditionally tried to achieve both quantity 
and quality. Governments fund public R&D in universities and 
government labs to increase the quantity of R&D, give tax 
breaks to entrepreneurs, and subsidize risk capital in the hope 
of encouraging more clever combinations of ideas. There is 
circumstantial evidence for both of these in public intangible 
investment: technological and scientific research, and postsec-
ondary education and training. 

Public funding systems make it harder to do break-
through research. The salary premium university graduates en-
joy over nongraduates is steadily shrinking. Societal benefits 
of research are very hard to measure ex ante, so in practice a 
government measures other things. The quality of researchers ' 
grant applications causes large amounts oftime to be spent on 
project proposals and compliance. 

Science funders should put far more of their money 
into building new data sets and tools, and into replication. But 
funding organizations change slowly and have weak incen-
tives to respond to technical changes in how research is done, 
making shifts harder to accomplish. Universities typically 
have a strong interest in receiving fees in return for educating 
students but much weaker incentives to ensure that they learn 
what will be useful. Patent trolling--the use of patents to extort 
money from innovators--is a problem. The costs of patent liti-
gation represented 14% of total R&D costs in the late 1990s. 
There is a happy medium between no IPRs (intellectual prop-
erty rights) and draconian ones. 

There is a trade-of between the spillovers of intangi-
bles and the synergies. There are higher prices but no higher 
quality in US states with more restrictions on dentists and 
mortgage brokers. This idea of a trade-off between compensat-
ing for spillovers and promoting synergies helps make sense 
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of common policy proposals for reform of our systems of IP 
and intangible subsidy. "Mission-oriented" investment, 
whereby governments focus public R&D in particular areas at-
tempts to solve the quality problem of public subsidy. The 50- 
year expansion of universities around the world manifests the 
quantity theory of intangibles. This critique holds that much  
university education isn't worthwhile for students, employers, 
or society. What we need instead is less but better education: 
more hard science degrees and high-quality apprenticeships 
and technical training programs. Three problems beset IP 
regimes or public funding: imperfect rules, the risk of rent 
seeking, and the difficulty of ensuring the systems adapt to 
technological change. A tyranny of increasingly metricized 
and bureaucratic research funding systems are sometimes ac-
cused of being captured by academic interests. Most techno-
logical projects depend on free software that is designed and 
maintained on a voluntary basis. A logical next step would be 
to use public research funding to support open source software 
costs. 

We should cautiously weaken IP rights, roll back pa-
tents in areas where their remit has grown--for example, 
end patents on software and straightforward business pro-
cesses, reduce patent lengths in selected industries, require 
genuine disclosure of what makes underlying technologies 
work, and introduce prizes or patent buyouts for certain so-
cially desirable inventions, such as antibiotics. A prize works 
if the innovation is easy to specify.  

One problem is tension between increasing the sys-
tem's capability and protecting against lobbying and rent seek-
ing. Another is obtaining political license for what will in-
volve transferring resources and status to unpopular elites. It is 
clear that public subsidy regimes and the problems of IP are in 
tension with one another. On the one hand, we want these re-
gimes to be more resistant to outside influence. On the other 
hand, we want them to be more attuned to specific technologi-
cal needs and technological change, less subject to the tyranny 
of inevitably imperfect rules. A classic example is central 
bank independence. Putting rate setting in the hands of an in-
dependent central bank with a simple rule for setting rates re-
move temptation and protected it from lobbying. Research 
funding choices are made by subject matter experts, not politi-
cians. 

If governments are to invest more of taxpayers' 
money in intangibles, they need to balance the books politi-
cally. Unfortunately, none of these investments are easy to de-
fend in an age of populism and status in equality. "Rapid inno-
vators" include Japan , Israel, Taiwan, Korea, Singapore, and 
Finland, which combine internal cohesion with clear foreign 
threats. The point of Brexit was to smash the system and cre-
ate space to build state capacity, particularly in areas such as 
research funding. We should create a useful, simplify ing po-
litical narrative. The idea that open data would allow "armies 
of armchair auditors" to police government spending and ef-
fectiveness played a useful role in winning political buy-in. 

Business investment has gradually changed in ways 
that make established forms of business finance increasingly 
unsuitable. It limits equality of opportunity, reduces innova-
tion, encourages potentially unsound forms of financial inno-
vation and increases risk in the banking system. The net result 
is a lower-growth economy more prone to financial crises. For 

most businesses, external finance means debt finance--a loan 
from a bank. Businesses are not used to seeking external eq-
uity, nor do institutions exist to provide it to them. The biggest 
advantage of debt finance is its simplicity. It reduces the cog-
nitive load on both lender and borrower. 

US firms in the intangible-intensive software sector 
have debt that is about 10% of book equity, while firms in the 
tangible-intensive restaurant sector have almost 95%. They 
may also use loan covenants related to earnings. 80% of debt 
is based predominantly on cash-flow-related covenants. 61 % 
of lending is asset based. Business lending fell most in areas 
where intangible assets have grown. Returns from VC invest-
ment, although risky, are substantial (18% returns after fees 
for average VC investment 1970-2016 compared with 11% for 
average returns to the MSCI world index). Monitoring such 
investments requires expertise and effort. 

Firms that were large borrowers in the run-up to the 
crisis reduced their intangible investment after the crisis by 
much more than smaller precrisis borrowers. Glamour firms 
in contrast, operate intangibles-based business models which 
enable longevity and high profitability. Bank lending is, after 
all, a high-volume, low-effort process. In a world where good 
businesses stay good and bad ones stay bad, poor due dili-
gence is more costly.  

Over the past 4 decades, the amount of upstream re-
search done by corporate labs has declined sharply, and sto-
ried institutions like AT&T's Bell Labs and the DuPont 
Central Research Department have closed. It became easier 
to adapt other businesses' ideas, and business responded by 
doing less original research. Investors with a large position 
found it worthwhile to scrutinize complex investment plans 
with short-term costs, bank debt, value investing, and simple 
governance rules. These are becoming less suitable for an in-
tangibles-rich economy. 

The logic of capacity constraints is much less appeal-
ing in an intangibles-intensive economy. The neutral real in-
terest rate is when the savings that savers are willing to supply 
equals the investment that firms are wi lling to undertake. The 
neutral rate can fall if more people are eager to save, as the 
population ages. A rise in the return difference between capital 
and Safe Assets suggests an increase in the required risk 
compensation between safe lending to governments and riskier 
lending to firms. Increased involvement in the global economy 
of risk-averse savers in China who are both saving more and 
demanding more risk-free assets shows the trend towards in-
tangible investment. Intangibles may just be riskier to invest 
in; the differences between them increase with intangible in-
tensity. 
 VC is equity finance rather than debt finance. It often 
proceeds in stages, allowing information and synergies in an 
intangible-intensive project to be revealed. Unfortunately, VC 
seems unscalable to other industries besides software and re-
lated technologies. Intangible investment in UK firms rises 
with an increase in the house value of the firm 's directors. A 
world in which would-be entrepreneurs increasingly need to 
own a home to use as collateral to raise business finance be-
comes a barrier to starting one's own business. The talent pool 
of entrepreneurs will shrink and impair new business infor-
mation. Debt interest payment, but not equity finance, is a 
business expense. Equity tax credit could be used by pension 
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and insurance companies who have massive amounts of assets 
under their control. Getting them to invest more in intangibles-
based firms makes a big difference in the US by a change in 
regulations in 1979 that allowed pension managers of US 
funds to invest some. This collective action would lower costs 
and risks and potentially raise investment in VC funding that 
the intangible economy requires. If R&D or training has posi-
tive spillovers it creates a social benefit too, just as surely as a 
notorious polluter creates a social disbenefit by harming the 
environment. Funds with an ESG (environmental social good) 
mandate should put a premium on firms that invest heavily in 
R&D, in design, and in training and other assets with positive 
spillovers. 

The US's leading cities were thriving, expanding 
and doing so well that some worried that the rest of the coun-
try was being left behind. Then a virulent epidemic came 
along, making cities suddenly seem less safe and appealing. In 
an intangibles-rich economy, businesses and workers are at-
tracted to cities where they can exploit synergies and gain 
from spillovers. Inhabitants of towns tend to be older, whiter, 
less educated, more alienated from the establishment, and 
keener on populist politics. "Agglomeration effects"-the link 
between city size and economic growth-- are matching effects, 
learning effects, and shared facilities. Matching and learning 
functions become even more important in an economy with 
more abundant synergies and spillovers. Even while technol-
ogy makes it easier to collaborate remotely, there are forces 
operating in the opposite direction, making cities more attrac-
tive and productive. Cities are especially good at generating 
unusual combinations of technologies as measured by novel 
combinations of terms in patents--synergies at work. Even if 
spillovers work better, they still mostly happen face-to-face; 
and as intangibles grow as a share of the capital stock, that ad-
vantage becomes more important. Rising housing costs in-
creasingly eat up the productivity benefits of big cities. It's a 
function of poor institutions, specifically outdated rules for 
planning and land use to prevent new development in cities by 
moving people to new exurban settlements. 

Homevoters have a financial interest in the success of 
their communities. Rich and poor alike tend to be skeptical 
that national governments will provide sufficient new infra-
structure and services to meet the needs of an increased popu-
lation. "Gambler's ruin": a card player with a small kitty is 
less able to ride out bad luck than one with deep pockets. In 
addition, we must consider the Matthew effect: thriving, grow-
ing cities do better and grow more, while cities that are poor in 
intangibles do worse and worse. In certain US states zoning 
powers are shifting from city governments to state govern-
ments, which will be less likely to give in to local NIMBYism 
("Not In My Back-Yard"). Stopping development and block-
ing planning applications is the bread and butter of local poli-
tics. Voters demand a vision of how declining places will turn 
around and return to their former glory, and if you can 't offer 
them one, they'll vote for someone who will. 

YIMBY ("Yes, In My Back-Yard") is where street 
votes and block-wide zoning come in. These proposals involve 
radically devolving the approval for planning and zoning deci-
sions to small, local areas. It makes it easier for people to co-
ordinate to do more development. The goal is to find areas 
where residents genuinely want the increased amenities and 

land values that come with higher density, not to force density 
onto those that don't want it. Households that vote for more 
housing--which provides a large societal benefit in an age of 
big agglomeration effects--gain financially. The proposals in-
crease local power and capacity. Property rights, in this case 
for local homeowners, help with collective-action problems. 
Centralized decision making might help with spillovers, but it 
provokes wasteful influence activities. They are better at mo-
bilizing resistance than a larger group that might benefit from 
less congestion or better mass transit in the medium term. Po-
lice unions resist accountability or community policing meth-
ods; teachers' unions resist new curriculums. 

In thriving cities many well-meaning technocratic so-
lutions don't work politically. In a world of agglomerations, 
smaller, poorer cities and towns are at a big disadvantage. To 
catch up. they must swim against a strong current. And no 
clear policy toolkit has been proven to work. Politicians who 
promise to help towns rarely appreciate the level of sustained 
investment and political commitment required. Nor do they 
appreciate that the policies they call for--broadly defined in-
dustrial policy, local tax breaks, and investment in skills--do 
not have a clear history of helping smaller, poorer places. 
Many towns can benefit from better transport links between 
towns and cities. One possibility is to focus on making towns 
better places to live rather than promising them a productivity 
miracle that policy makers don't know how to deliver. It is to 
provide strong public goods and family-friendly amenities 
such as low crime levels, parks, and a hospital for regular rou-
tine births. Amara's law--impacts of new technologies are 
overestimated in the short run but underestimated in the long 
run. On-the-job training is especially valuable for younger 
workers at the start of their careers. A job that is more or less a 
single task, like answering a phone, can be done just as pro-
ductively at home, whereas a job that is a bundle of tasks, in-
cluding interacting with others, may not be as productively 
done at home. 

When effects of intangibles are considered, some ap-
parent symptoms of growing market power, such as rising 
markups and greater concentration at a national level in some 
markets, are illusory; other effects owe as much to the chang-
ing nature of capital as to changes in the philosophical basis of 
regulation. Rising competition between workers (for schools, 
jobs, and status) owes to the growing importance of intangi-
bles, escalating the risk of malinvestment in unnecessary de-
grees and meaningless credentials. 
 Concentration is often associated with less competi-
tion over prices and variety of goods and weaker incentives to 
innovate. Markups have steadily risen since the 1980s. The 
rise in intangibles explains what has happened to competition. 
Consider the difference between concentration in national 
markets and concentration in local markets. In the US since 
1977, national concentration has risen and local concentration 
has fallen; ICT-based technologies have made it possible for 
firms to scale production over many locations. The markups of 
American firms and the total rate of return are unchanged 
when one accounts for intangibles in firms ' capital. In the US 
the share of wages has been falling, and profits rising. But out-
side the US, the share of profits has been stable. Industries that 
are more intangibles intensive have a growing productivity 
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dispersion, but uninformed consumers fail to benefit from in-
formed consumers. Mac users can spend up to 30% more than 
PC users for the same motel room in the US online booking 
portal Orbitz. 

Ensuring new, innovative businesses have a fair 
chance to enter markets and dethrone today 's monopolists is 
more effective than the traditional metrics and tools of anti-
trust. Intangible capital is the software and management sys-
tems that enable businesses to track staff performance, reward 
high performers and punish low performers. They allow the 
talented workers to create eye-watering amounts of value. 
Modern workplaces don 't just value skills; they "fetishize" 
them. Educations and degrees are valuable not just because 
they confer skills but because they "mark" them. Human capi-
tal signalling: Credible way to prove that a worker is skillful. 
Signalling matters because it is hard for employers to distin-
guish skillful workers from less skilled. To be credible, a sig-
nal must be costly, either in cash terms or the time and effort it 
takes to obtain; and create value for the person who earns it by 
making him more productive. It also creates value for the 
economy as a whole. In a world where the returns to skills are 
high and rising but the ability to judge talent is imperfect, we 
expect to see a boom in signalling.  
 A college degree is becoming a prerequisite for jobs 
once done by nongraduates. If more jobs require a degree 
as a way of sorting between potential employees, this may ex-
plain why graduate wage premiums have fallen for recent co-
horts: graduates born in 1970 enjoyed an average wage pre-
mium of 19% over nongraduates, compared with only 11 % 
for those born in 1990. Employers seem to learn quickly about 
college-educated workers, but slowly about non-college edu-
cated workers. It is even harder for employers to learn when 
noncognitive skills are more important. One proposed solution 
is to make the education market work better. If students spent 
their own money on education, providers would compete to 
offer courses that improve employability and offer something 
useful. The institutions that govern education and training 
have few defenses against credentialism and signalling. There 
is no real incentive for any of these groups to prefer real hu-
man capital formation over signalling alone. 

" Efflorescences" are limited periods of time during 
which things go right in a self-reinforcing way, e.g. Song 
China, Abbasid Mesopotamia, ancient Greece, and the Dutch 
Golden Age. Efflorescences don 't last. Important new technol 
ogies often inconvenience established interests and require 
new institutions to make them work. A society that has the 
right institutions to thrive in the technological landscape of 
one time period may not be well positioned to thrive in the 
next. 

We have seen a shift from physical, tangible capital 
to intangible capital, consisting of knowledge, relationships, 
and expressive content, which behave differently from an eco-
nomic point of view. More business investment is now intan-
gible than tangible; and the growth of intangibles has begun to 
slow, which in turn has slowed economic growth. A society 
faces different challenges when it generates 2% growth in 
GDP per capita and grows its intangible capital stock by 4% 
from when those figures are 0.5% and 2%, respectively. The 
link between these changes and the economic malaise is insti-
tutional. As the capital stock changes, we encounter different 

problems that our institutions struggle to deal with. 
Fixing cities, improving competition and regulation, 

embracing the public's role in encouraging investment, and 
changing financial architecture are critical. Centralized provi-
sion might promote wasteful influence activities and bring a 
shortage of information. Charter cities and trade agreements 
may help. State capacity is "the ability of a state to collect 
taxes, enforce law and order, and provide public goods." 
South Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan are all thought to have 
effective "developmental states" that helped support the emer-
gence of high-value-added industries in the late 20th century. 
The rich countries' responses to the COVID-19 pandemic 
made differences in state capacity more obvious. 

In important areas, such as producing public data, in-
vesting in technical training, or understanding innovative new 
entrants to traditional markets, many governments have little 
capacity. Encouraging intangible investment and dealing with 
its consequences require better judgment, more agency, and 
better analysis by the bureaucrats who make government work 
and greater receptivity from the politicians for whom they 
work. State capacity libertarianism is a growing trend for poli-
ticians on the right to recognize that a weak state is no longer 
in their interests. The economic case for improving state ca-
pacity is clear. But the political case is still under debate. One 
defining activity of politicians is building coalitions and earn-
ing political capital in order to do things they consider im-
portant. 

The disappointments of today 's economy are specific 
failures to put in place the right institutions for growth and hu-
man flourishing. Problems arise because the nature of the 
economy has changed the shift of our capital stock from tangi-
ble to intangible represents. 
 
[Today's lower growth rate is in many respects the result of 
choices that we wish to make in a rich society, from having 
fewer children to moving around less for work. There is a 
long-term shift from manufacturing (where TFP growth has 
historically been high) to services (where TFP growth has his-
torically been lower). The scalability of intangible investments 
turns the economy into more of a winner-takes-all structure.] 
 
 


